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Avatar: The Last Airbender - The Promise Part 3

2013-07-02

avatar the last airbender creators michael dante dimartino and bryan
konietzko bring the promise to its explosive conclusion the harmony
restoration movement has failed and the four nations are plunged back
into war in the midst of the battle can aang and fire lord zuko mend the
rift between them or will aang be forced to take actions that can t be
undone written by eisner winner and national book award nominee gene luen
yang american born chinese and drawn by gurihiru thor and the warriors
four this is the adventure avatar fans have been craving

Avatar: The Last Airbender - The Promise Part 2

2012-05-29

aang and katara are working tirelessly for peace when an impasse between
fire lord zuko and earth king kuei over fire nation colonies within the
borders of the earth nation threatens to plunge the world back into war
meanwhile sokka must help toph prepare her hapless first class of
metalbending students to defend their school against a rival class of
firebenders written by eisner winner and national book award nominee gene
luen yang american born chinese

Avatar: The Last Airbender - The Promise Part 1

2013-07-02

the wait is over ever since the conclusion of avatar the last airbender
its millions of fans have been hungry for more and it s finally here this
series of digests rejoins aang and friends for exciting new adventures
beginning with a faceoff against the fire nation that threatens to throw
the world into another war testing all of aang s powers and ingenuity the
continuation of airbender and the link to its upcoming sequel legend of
korra written by gene luen yang author of the national book award
nominated american born chinese

Avatar: The Last Airbender - The Promise Part 3

2012-09-25

avatar the last airbender creators michael dante dimartino and bryan
konietzko bring the promise to its explosive conclusion the harmony
restoration movement has failed and the four nations are plunged back
into war in the midst of the battle can aang and fire lord zuko mend the
rift between them or will aang be forced to take actions that can t be
undone written by eisner winner and national book award nominee gene luen
yang american born chinese and drawn by gurihiru thor and the warriors
four this is the adventure avatar fans have been craving

Avatar: The Last Airbender--The Lost Adventures
and Team Avatar Tales Library Edition

2020-11-10

the comics continuation of nickelodeon s hit series avatar the last
airbender returns with a treasure trove of short stories collected for
the first time in hardcover follow team avatar as they journey through
the four nations from earth king kuei to the kyoshi warriors and mai to
the boulder your favorite avatar the last airbender friends are back for
a wide ranging exploration of life in their world and where they go
danger fun and hijinks are sure to follow this full colour hardcover
collects short stories from the lost adventures and team avatar tales and
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includes the work of fan favorite creators like michael dante dimartino
gene luen yang gurihiru faith erin hicks kiku hughes and many more add
this gorgeous collection to your bookshelf today

Avatar: The Last Airbender: The Promise Library
Edition

2013-02-19

the avatar s adventures continue right where the tv series left off in
this beautiful oversized hardcover of the promise from airbender creators
michael dante dimartino and bryan konietzko and eisner and harvey award
winner gene luen yang aang and friends must join together once again as
the four nations tenuous peace is threatened in an impasse between fire
lord zuko and earth king kuei as the world heads toward another
devastating war aang s friendship with zuko throws him into the middle of
the conflict collects avatar the last airbender the promise parts 1 3
plus a brand new sketchbook

Graphic Novels

2017-05-30

covering genres from adventure and fantasy to horror science fiction and
superheroes this guide maps the vast terrain of graphic novels describing
and organizing titles to help librarians balance their graphic novel
collections and direct patrons to read alikes new subgenres new authors
new artists and new titles appear daily in the comic book and manga world
joining thousands of existing titles some of which are very popular and
well known to the enthusiastic readers of books in this genre how do you
determine which graphic novels to purchase and which to recommend to teen
and adult readers this updated guide is intended to help you start update
or maintain a graphic novel collection and advise readers about the genre
containing mostly new information as compared to the previous edition the
book covers iconic super hero comics and other classic and contemporary
crime fighter based comics action and adventure comics including
prehistoric heroic explorer and far east adventure as well as western
adventure science fiction titles that encompass space opera fantasy
aliens post apocalyptic themes and comics with storylines revolving
around computers robots and artificial intelligence there are also
chapters dedicated to fantasy titles horror titles such as comics about
vampires werewolves monsters ghosts and the occult crime and mystery
titles regarding detectives police officers junior sleuths and true crime
comics on contemporary life covering romance coming of age stories sports
and social and political issues humorous titles and various nonfiction
graphic novels

Stephen McCranie's Space Boy Omnibus Volume 3

2022-11-01

the origin of space boy revealed life at south pines high school is
changing fast as new romances blossom and hidden truths are revealed amy
tries to put her suspicions on hold and enjoy the homecoming dance only
to discover the secrets she s been searching for have been right under
her nose and deep in space the arno closes in on its destination the
mysterious object known only as the artifact a sci fi drama of a high
school aged girl who belongs in a different time a boy possessed by
emptiness as deep as space an alien artifact mysterious murder and a love
that crosses light years collects stephen mccranie s space boy volumes 7
9
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Shang-Chi By Gene Luen Yang Vol. 2

2022-01-12

collects shang chi 2021 1 6 shang chi vs the marvel universe the martial
arts master and his family are back and this time they re colliding head
to head with earth s biggest and best heroes shang chi has finally taken
his place as the leader of the five weapons society but using a secret
evil organization as a force for good won t be easy and it s about to get
a lot harder when shang chi s fellow super heroes including spider man
captain america wolverine and the fantastic four start to see him as the
bad guy meanwhile shang chi sets his sights on a cosmic cube and
discovers a mutant sibling that he never knew about but who is sending
him messages from the negative zone gene luen yang and dike ruan return
to bring you the next chapter in the story of a true marvel legend

Mysticons Volume 2

2019-05-21

arkayna zarya emerald and piper unexpected heroes who together become
epic warriors are drawn together by a prophecy to battle evil in an
effort to get em out of the house the mysticons go to the mall where em
is swept up in the world of a battle bots style competition machinations
when she and piper team up and enter the competition they not only find
themselves battling with robots but against new friends with scorned
feelings

Rocket Robinson and the Secret of the Saint

2018-10-09

paris 1933 rocket nuri and screech return in the second volume of the
rocket robinson series this time they find themselves in the french
capital where a rare and mysterious painting from the middle ages has
been stolen from the louvre museum and nuri s uncle is the prime suspect
the young adventurers are soon hot on the trail of the stolen artwork a
trail which leads to a pair hapless french thieves a secret cabal of
merciless german spies a shadowy secret temple and an ancient medieval
castle but this is no ordinary painting the secret contained within may
lead all the way to the most mysterious and sought after treasure in
history

Drawing New Color Lines

2014-11-01

the global circulation of comics manga and other such visual mediums
between north america and asia produces transnational meanings no longer
rooted in a separation between asian and american drawing new color lines
explores the culture production and history of contemporary graphic
narratives that depict asian americans and asians it examines how
japanese manga and asian popular culture have influenced asian american
comics how these comics and asian american graphic narratives depict the
look of race and how these various representations are interpreted in
nations not of their production by focusing on what graphic narratives
mean for audiences in north america and those in asia the collection
discusses how western theories about the ways in which graphic narratives
might successfully overturn derogatory caricatures are themselves based
on contested assumptions and illustrates that the so called odorless
images featured in japanese manga might nevertheless elicit
interpretations about race in transnational contexts with contributions
from experts based in north america and asia drawing new color lines will
be of interest to scholars in a variety of disciplines including asian
american studies cultural and literary studies comics and visual studies
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drawing new color lines makes an exciting contribution to the rapidly
expanding inquiry at the crossroads of asian american literary studies
graphic narrative studies and transnational studies foregrounding the
shifting meanings of race within across and between various national
contexts the fifteen essays in chiu s collection explore the visual
dimensions of asian american transnational literary culture with
originality and offer particular insight into the complexities of
production interpretation and reception for graphic narrative pamela
thoma author of asian american women s popular literature feminizing
genres and neoliberal belonging an informative smart and necessary
collection drawing new color lines investigates a growing and important
field transnational asian american comics with sophistication and breadth
hillary chute author of graphic women life narrative and contemporary
comics and outside the box interviews with contemporary cartoonists

The Avatar Television Franchise

2022-12-29

nickelodeon s avatar the last airbender 2005 08 and its sequel the legend
of korra 2012 14 are among the most acclaimed and influential u s
animated television series of the 21st century yet despite their elevated
status there have been few academic works published about them the avatar
television franchise storytelling identity trauma fandom and reception
remedies this gap by bringing together a wide range of scholarly writings
on these shows this edited collection is comprised of 13 chapters
organized into 4 sections featuring close readings of key episodes
analyzing how they create meaning as well as illustrating how established
theories can guide those readings some chapters explore different
theories relating to identity as well as considering the repercussions of
depicting real world identities in these shows while others examine the
various manifestations of trauma from throughout the franchise as well as
illustrates different scholarly approaches to the topic still others
utilize fan studies to understand the myriad ways viewers have responded
to and interpreted the avatar franchise

Lunar New Year Love Story

2024-01-11

lunar new year love story is a heartwarming full colour ya graphic novel
rom com about fate family and falling in love from superstars gene luen
yang and leuyen pham she was destined for heartbreak then fate handed her
love val is ready to give up on love it s led to nothing but secrets and
heartbreak and she s pretty sure she s cursed no one in her family for
generations has ever had any luck with love but then a chance encounter
with a pair of cute lion dancers sparks something in val is it real love
could this be her chance to break the family curse or is she destined to
live with a broken heart forever

The Shadow Hero

2014-07-15

in the comics boom of the 1940s a legend was born the green turtle he
solved crimes and fought injustice just like the other comics characters
but this mysterious masked crusader was hiding something more than your
run of the mill secret identity the green turtle was the first asian
american super hero the comic had a short run before lapsing into
obscurity but the acclaimed author of american born chinese gene luen
yang has finally revived this character in shadow hero a new graphic
novel that creates an origin story for the green turtle with artwork by
sonny liew this gorgeous funny comics adventure for teens is a new spin
on the long rich tradition of american comics lore
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The Shadow Hero 4

2014-05-20

the shadow hero is based on the adventures of the green turtle who solved
crimes and fought injustice just like any other comics hero of the 1940s
but this mysterious masked crusader was hiding something more than your
run of the mill secret identity the green turtle was the first asian
american superhero now new york times bestselling author gene luen yang
has created a riveting hilarious and moving origin story for the green
turtle with artwork by the unmatched sonny liew this gorgeous graphic
novel about heroism and heritage is also a loving tribute to the long
rich tradition of american superhero comics the fourth issue of the
shadow hero fights you cannot win finds our hero hank reeling after his
father s death at the hands of the tong of sticks resolved to avenge his
father and beat the bad guys hank begins experimenting with his newfound
superpowers

Avatar: The Last Airbender and Philosophy

2022-11-03

would our world be a better place if some of us were benders can katara
repair the world through care is toph a disability pride icon what does
it mean for zuko to be bad at being good can we tell whether uncle iroh
is a fool or a sage the world is out of sorts the four nations water
earth fire and air are imbalanced because of the unrelenting conquest of
the fire nation the only one who can restore balance to the world is the
avatar on the face of it avatar the last airbender is a story about a
lone superhero however saving the world is a team effort embodied in team
avatar aka the gaang aang needs help from his friends and tutors even
from non human animals through the teachings of guru pathik and huu he
comes to realize that though the world and its nations seem separate we
are all one people we all have the same roots and we are all branches of
the same tree avatar the last airbender and philosophy brings to the fore
the eastern western and indigenous philosophies that are implicit in the
show following uncle iroh s advice that it is important to draw wisdom
from many traditions this volume features contributions by experts on
buddhist daoist confucian and indigenous schools of thought next to
focusing on western classical authors such as plotinus kant and merleau
ponty the volume is also unique in drawing on less common traditions such
as black abolitionism anarchism and the philosophy of martial arts
intertwining experience and reflection atla and philosophy helps readers
to deeply engage with today s burning questions such as how to deal with
ecological destruction the aftermath of colonialism and genocide and
wealth inequality using the tools from a wide range of philosophical
traditions

Avatar: The Last Airbender--Smoke and Shadow
Omnibus

2021-10-05

created by bryan konietzko michael dante dimartino

Avatar: The Last Airbender - Smoke and Shadow
Part One

2015-10-06

the fire nation is threatened by a prophecy told by the kemurikage
mysterious figures thought only to exist in legend remove zuko from the
throne or the country will perish avatar aang and his friends escort zuko
and his family back to the capitol completely unaware of the looming
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threat growing in the city unrest is brewing as the new ozai society
prepares to make its move against the crown and children begin to go
missing from their homes under mysterious circumstances written and drawn
by the creative team behind the best selling the promise the search and
the rift gene luen yang and gurihiru in collaboration with avatar the
last airbender and legend of korra creators michael dante dimartino and
bryan konietzko this is the ultimate continuation of avatar and the
perfect companion to legend of korra

Avatar: The Last Airbender--North and South
Library Edition

2017-11-07

when katara and sokka return home to the southern water tribe they are
shocked to find that it has gone from a small village to a bustling city
malina a northerner is behind the change and plans to unify the two
groups but gilak a southerner leads a fierce rebellion to stop her in the
face of these two opposing tribes katara will have to make peace with her
nostalgia and distrust to save the home she loves from being permanently
torn apart this special oversized edition of avatar the last airbender
north and south features volumes 1 3 with annotations by writer gene luen
yang and artists gurihiru as well as a sketchbook section with new behind
the scenes material

Avatar: The Last Airbender--North and South
Omnibus

2022-02-22

when katara and sokka return home to the southern water tribe they are
shocked to find that it has gone from a small village to a bustling city
in this graphic novel based on the beloved nickelodeon animated series
malina a northerner is behind the change and plans to unify the water
tribes but gilak a southerner leads a fierce rebellion to stop her in the
face of these two opposing tribes katara will have to make peace with her
nostalgia and mistrust to save the home she loves from being permanently
torn apart this edition of avatar the last airbender north and south by
gene luen yang and gurihiru collects parts 1 3 perfect for any avatar fan
s digital library

The Shadow Hero 3

2014-04-15

the shadow hero is based on the adventures of the green turtle who solved
crimes and fought injustice just like any other comics hero of the 1940s
but this mysterious masked crusader was hiding something more than your
run of the mill secret identity the green turtle was the first asian
american superhero now new york times bestselling author gene luen yang
has created a riveting hilarious and moving origin story for the green
turtle with artwork by the unmatched sonny liew this gorgeous graphic
novel about heroism and heritage is also a loving tribute to the long
rich tradition of american superhero comics the third issue of the shadow
hero fathers and sons spells disaster for our hero s family hank takes on
the tong of sticks an underground crime network and brings a terrible
tragedy on his family but in doing so he gains the one thing he needed
most a superpower

アメリカン・ボーン・チャイニーズ

2020-02

��������� ������������������������ ���������� ���������������
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Avatar: The Last Airbender--North and South Part
Two

2017-02-07

after attempting to kidnap katara and sokka southerner gilak leaves a
haunting note for hakoda soon you will see the truth chieftain the vow
leaves everyone on edge including katara who remains wary of the two
tribes integration as northerner malina announces a partnership with the
company owned by toph beifong s father her own brother comes forward to
defame her have katara s worst fears been confirmed written and drawn by
the creative team behind the best selling the search the rift and smoke
and shadow gene luen yang and gurihiru in collaboration with avatar the
last airbender and legend of korra creators michael dante dimartino and
bryan konietzko this is the ultimate continuation of avatar and the
perfect companion to legend of korra

Avatar: The Last Airbender - The Rift Part 2

2014-07-29

team avatar find themselves up to their necks in trouble as mysterious
forces threaten to destroy land once sacred to the airbenders while aang
journeys to the spirit world in search of clues toph faces off against
her own past the official continuation of airbender from its creators
michael dante dimartino and bryan konietzko avatar the last airbender the
search continues to top the sales charts the perfect companion to the
legend of korra

Avatar: The Last Airbender- Smoke and Shadow
Part Three

2016-04-12

children are disappearing in the fire nation capital avatar aang and his
friends are doing everything in their power to save them but will it be
enough and worse when azula the mad sister of fire lord zuko appears on
the scene zuko locks down the city to catch her igniting fear and riots
in the streets will zuko follow in his evil father s footsteps in order
to save those he holds dear the official continuation of airbender from
its creators michael dante dimartino and bryan konietzko

Avatar: The Last Airbender--North and South Part
One

2016-09-27

when aang leaves to aid zuko with the kemurikage katara and sokka return
to the southern water tribe by themselves katara is shocked to find that
her beloved village has become a bustling city with none other than their
father hakoda in charge a northerner named malina seems to be behind this
change pushing the north and south to be more unified but what are her
true goals written and drawn by the creative team behind the best selling
the search the rift and smoke and shadow gene luen yang and gurihiru in
collaboration with avatar the last airbender and legend of korra creators
michael dante dimartino and bryan konietzko this is the ultimate
continuation of avatar and the perfect companion to legend of korra

Justice in Young Adult Speculative Fiction

2015-04-17

this book is the first to offer a justice focused cognitive reading of
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modern ya speculative fiction in its narrative and filmic forms it links
the expansion of ya speculative fiction in the 20th century with the
emergence of human and civil rights movements with the communitarian
revolution in conceptualizations of justice and with spectacular advances
in cognitive sciences as applied to the examination of narrative fiction
oziewicz argues that complex ideas such as justice are processed by the
human mind as cognitive scripts that scripts when narrated take the form
of multiply indexable stories and that ya speculative fiction is
currently the largest conceptual testing ground in the forging of justice
consciousness for the 21st century world drawing on recent research in
the cognitive and evolutionary sciences oziewicz explains how poetic
retributive restorative environmental social and global types of justice
have been represented in narrative fiction from 19th century folk and
fairy tales through 21st century fantasy dystopia and science fiction
suggesting that the appeal of these and other nonmimetic genres is
largely predicated on the dream of justice oziewicz theorizes new justice
scripts as conceptual tools essential to help humanity survive the
qualitative leap toward an environmentally conscious culturally
diversified global world this book is an important contribution to
studies of children s and ya speculative fiction adding a new perspective
to discussions about the educational as well as social potential of
nonmimetic genres it demonstrates that the justice imperative is very
much alive in ya speculative fiction creating new visions of justice
relevant to contemporary challenges

シークレット・インベージョン

2013-09-27

��� �������������������� ��� �������������������������������������� �����
������������ �� m ��������������������� ��� ������������������������� ���
������ ��� ���������������������� ���������������� ������������������ ���
�������� ����������� ��������� ��� ��� ���������� �����������������������
�� �����

Avatar: The Last Airbender - Smoke and Shadow
Part 2

2015-12-29

with the disappearances of children in the fire nation capital avatar
aang and his friends are doing everything they can to find out who or
what is responsible aang and zuko must work together to keep the peace
but the emergence of the new ozai society and the appearance of the
mysterious kemurikage of legend may prove to be too much even for the
avatar when the true culprit of the kidnappings is revealed the official
continuation of airbender from its creators michael dante dimartino and
bryan konietzko the perfect companion to the legend of korra

The Books of Clash Volume 3: Legendary Legends
of Legendarious Achievery

2024-05-28

based on the global hit clash of clans and penned by superstar graphic
novelist gene luen yang this third volume of a new action packed series
brings the characters from everyone s favorite mobile gaming sensation to
life sonny the golem is tired of being stepped on by his teammates
literally his royale team the jazzypickleton cucumbers has a new move
that leaves him with footprints on his face and when he needs backup
sonny is left to fend for himself and literally gets split into two
golems can his best friend the cucumbers star wizard help him now and
does he even want the help of his so called friend continuing the epic
graphic novel series set in the world of clash of clans and clash royale
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gene luen yang pens an offbeat and action packed tale that turns the
fantasy adventure genre on its head

Avatar: The Last Airbender--The Search Omnibus

2020-10-27

immediately following the avatar s adventures chronicled in the promise
this remarkable omnibus that collects parts 1 3 of the search from
airbender creators michael dante dimartino and bryan konietzko for years
fans of avatar the last airbender and the legend of korra have burned
with one question what happened to fire lord zuko s mother finding a clue
at last zuko enlists the aid of team avatar and the most unlikely ally of
all to help uncover the biggest secret of his life

Avatar: The Last Airbender--Smoke and Shadow
Library Edition

2016-10-04

the fire nation is threatened by a prophecy told by the kemurikage
mysterious figures thought only to exist in legend remove zuko from the
throne or the country will perish unrest is brewing as the new ozai
society prepares to make its move against the crown and children begin to
go missing from their homes under mysterious circumstances avatar aang
and his friends are doing everything in their power to save them but will
it be enough this special oversized edition of smoke and shadow features
volumes 1 3 with annotations by writer gene luen yang and artists
gurihiru as well as a sketchbook section with new behind the scenes
material collects avatar the last airbender smoke and shadow volumes 1 3

Monkey Prince Vol. 2: The Monkey King and I

2023-08-15

after retrieving the legendary ruyi jingu bang from the depths of
atlantis the monkey prince now wields a golden staff that can expand as
large as a building and shrink as small as a toothpick for safekeeping in
his own ear as awesome as that is monkey prince s civilian counterpart is
still just adopted kid marcus sun whose secret henchpeople parents are on
the run yet again after being caught in their super villainy and they re
headed to metropolis which is great news for monkey prince because of his
crush on supergirl monkey prince vol 2 the monkey king and i collects
monkey prince 0 7 12 and backup stories from lazarus planet alpha and
lazarus planet omega

The New York Supplement

1894

includes decisions of the supreme court and various intermediate and
lower courts of record may aug 1888 sept dec 1895 superior court of new
york city mar apr 1926 dec 1937 jan 1938 court of appeals

New York Supplement

1894

providing comprehensive coverage of a variety of asian american cultural
forms including folk tradition literature religion education politics
sports and popular culture this two volume work is an ideal resource for
students and general readers that reveals the historical regional and
ethnic diversity within specific traditions an invaluable reference for
school and public libraries as well as academic libraries at colleges and
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universities this two volume encyclopedia provides comprehensive coverage
of a variety of asian american cultural forms that enables readers to
understand the history complexity and contemporary practices in asian
american culture the contributed entries address the diversity of a group
comprising people with geographically discrete origins in the far east
southeast asia and the indian subcontinent identifying the rich
variations across the category of asian american culture that are key to
understanding specific cultural expressions while also pointing out some
commonalities entries are organized alphabetically and cover topics in
the arts education and politics family and community gender and sexuality
history and immigration holidays festivals and folk tradition literature
and culture media sports and popular culture and religion belief and
spirituality entries also broadly cover asian american origins and
history regional practices and traditions contemporary culture and art
and other forms of shared expression accompanying sidebars throughout
serve to highlight key individuals major events and significant artifacts
and allow readers to better appreciate the asian american experience

Asian American Culture [2 volumes]

2016-03-14

ecopedagogies showcases a range of creative approaches that educators
across multiple disciplines use to empower students to access and engage
with nature an increasingly important consideration in a post covid world
in environmental crisis the volume includes chapters written by scholars
from the environmental arts and humanities literature writing studies
rhetoric music religious studies environmental studies and sustainability
sociology and anthropology physical education and outdoor education each
author walks the reader through the details of how their ecopedagogy
works identifies potential challenges while also detailing how to address
them and explains the rewards to students instructors and more than human
nature that they have witnessed through the use of these approaches the
contributions represent diverse types of academic institutions offering
broad applicability to instructors including community colleges private
liberal arts colleges and large state regional public and private
universities the book explores a series of key questions about how
educators can facilitate meaningful learning experiences with the natural
world inside and outside the classroom and it looks at how to foster
inclusivity navigate problems with access and explore intersections with
environmental justice as a practical guide the book delivers a well
provisioned toolbox containing exercises activity guides and assignments
for those teaching environmentally focused college courses

Ecopedagogies

2022-09-14

literary critics and authors have long argued about the importance or
unimportance of an author s relationship to readers what can be said
about the rhetorical relationship that exists between author and reader
how do authors manipulate character specifically to modulate the
emotional appeal of character so a reader will feel empathy awe even
delight in at arm s length a rhetoric of character in children s and
young adult literature mike cadden takes a rhetorical approach that
complements structural affective and cognitive readings the study offers
a detailed examination of the ways authorial choice results in emotional
invitation cadden sounds the modulation of characters along a continuum
from those larger than life and awe inspiring to the life sized and
empathetic down to the pitiable and ridiculous and all those spaces
between cadden examines how authors alternate between holding the young
reader at arm s length from and drawing them into emotional intensity
this balance and modulation are key to a rhetorical understanding of
character in literature film and television for the young written in
accessible language and of interest and use to undergraduates and
seasoned critics at arm s length provides a broad analysis of stories for
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the young child and young adult in book film and television throughout
cadden touches on important topics in children s literature studies
including the role of safety in children s media as well as character in
multicultural and diverse literature in addition to treating traditional
works he analyzes special cases forms including picture books verse
novels and graphic novels and modes like comedy romance and tragedy
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the shadow hero is based on the adventures of the green turtle who solved
crimes and fought injustice just like any other comics hero of the 1940s
but this mysterious masked crusader was hiding something more than your
run of the mill secret identity the green turtle was the first asian
american superhero now new york times bestselling author gene luen yang
has created a riveting hilarious and moving origin story for the green
turtle with artwork by the unmatched sonny liew this gorgeous graphic
novel about heroism and heritage is also a loving tribute to the long
rich tradition of american superhero comics the fifth issue of the shadow
hero true colors brings the action to a boil our hero hank strikes out to
destroy the shadowy head of the tong of sticks crime syndicate but as
usual he s way over his head and even the advice and aid of his invisible
guardian may not be able to save him
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